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ABOUT THE COVER: Celebrities Rica Peralejo and Amanda Griffin are trying to quit smoking. Photograph by Luis Liwanag. Make-up artist: Noel Ducanes, Strands Lifestyle Salon and Spa.

PHOTOGRAPHS—ANAÍS LÓPEZ (URBAN YOUTH); BUCK PAGO (PHILIP MORRIS); JOHN SILVA (MUSEUMS)

The top four causes of death in the Philippines are all related to smoking.

The tourist market for historical museums is growing in Southeast Asia.

Photojournalists from Asia and Europe focus on the many faces of urban youth in Metro Manila.
THE MANY FACES OF URBAN YOUTH

From prostitutes to punks, activists to millionaires, mall workers to fish vendors, nurses to dancers, policemen to athletes, gays to garbage collectors: they were the subjects of 21 young and aspiring photojournalists from Europe and Asia in a week-long forum held recently in Manila.

The images they took gave special attention to the seemingly ordinary life of ordinary people.

The Asia-Europe Foundation, together with the World Press Photo, and the Philippine Center for Photojournalism, hosted the annual forum with the objective of raising the quality of photojournalism.

The complete reportage of all the participants can be seen on our Web site, www.newsbreak.com.ph. —LeANNE Jazul

BONDING: Mother and child

SHARING THE PAIN: Nurse provides comfort
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MOVING MOUNTAINS: Digging for food

I BELIEVE I CAN FLY: Ballet dancers during rehearsal